SUMMER CAMPS PROGRAMS
Eight Weeks of camps- June 12th - August 19th
Planting & Blooming a Garden- Do you have a child that has a green thumb and loves to watch flowers
grow? This camp is perfect for them! They will put on their gardening gloves and plant flowers in our
garden using shovels and rakes. They will also learn how plants grow and what the parts of plants are
for. At the end, they will bring home their own plant for a keepsake.
Let’s Have Fun with Recycling- We’ll explore things kids can do to make an impact on our Earth.
We’ll learn about sustainable farming, the importance of recycling and water conservation! We’ll do
our part to help the planet by reusing our recycle items to create master pieces by using our
imagination. We will also work on our ABC garden every day. How many ways can you think to help save
“Mother Earth” Learn how to go green with DTPT.
Setting Up a Camp Ground- Let’s get outside and go camping! We’ll make a pretend fire, make smores,
look at the stars and go on a nature scavenger hunt. We’ll have fun playing outside and learning about
all the fun steps that requires to set up a great camping ground. Put on your camping shoes and get
ready to explore the outdoors.
All Different Kinds of Bugs-Some have six legs, some have eighteen eyes and others can spin a
web. What are we talking about? Bugs! There are so many cool and different bugs in the world that
we want to explore what they do and look like. The bug explorers will not only learn about bugs, but
make a bug catcher to discover bugs up close and personal. We will talk about big bugs, dangerous
bugs and beautiful bugs. At the end of the camp each bug explorer will have their own bug book to
take home.
Kings & Queens in a Magical Land- Your child will be traveling through medieval times finding the
King and Queen at their castle while the knights are training their dragons for their next
adventure. They will be searching for the key to unlock the giant door to the secret gardens where
the untold treasures are hidden.
Enchanted Forest- In a land far, far away we will venture together into an enchanted forest where
unicorns still exist and the tree fairies fly. A place where time is forgot and DTPT remembers as our
imagination runs where the wild things roam. We’ll be on the look-out for trolls and giant ogres as we
follow the path that leads us back home!...

Under the Sea –We’ll explore water tornados, bubbles, sand shells and every animal you will find in
the sea through imaginative play, interactive activities and crafts. You child can dance, sing and play
while learning something new! Grab a wetsuit and dive into the fun! This class will involve water play,
dry clothes will need to accompany these “sea monsters” every day of class.
Pirates and Mermaids- Love using your imagination? This is the perfect camp for that.
Enjoy the beauty of the sea through the pirates and mermaid’s eyes. We will be creating our own
map to find the hidden treasure, building amazing sand castles, singing funny pirates songs and
making our own unique shell art work.
Creating and Playing with Science-Make fantastic potions and slimy surprises. Mix your own colors
and cook up fun treats using math! Shaping young thinkers means teaching kids to ask lots of questions
and experiment. Your child will love making sticky slime, discovering the use for scales, cutting,
measuring and using math to tie it all together.
Which Job would you Love- We will be exploring all the different careers and hobbies that we can
choose for when we grow up. Learn about the things that we love that help us pick a great choice
for our future. There are so many options that we will make sure you find one that you love.
Flying Through Space- This camp will blast off into space on a space ship full of fun and surprises.
The astronauts will learn what stars are made of, talk about the planets and make a telescope to look
into space. They will also understand why gravity is important here on earth. Stay close because it
will be a wild ride.
Animal Planet- Look over there! What will you see? A giraffe, an elephant or a hippo? On this trip
the children will explore the animals that live on our planet. While on the journey they will make
crafts, learn about the animals and their habitats and write in their journal what they learned. We
are ready for you to come to explore with us.
Home on the Range- Come all cowboys and cowgirls to our western Rodeo. We will play games with
farm animals, have a horse race, make awesome western ware and end the week with a rootin tootin
Rodeo! Saddle up for an awesomely good time.
Dinosaurs Land- Designed for the aspiring paleontologist with tons of activities, stories, songs,
skill-builders and games centered on the ancient reptiles they love! Make dino arts and crafts, learn
the names of favorite dinosaurs, make dino tooth necklaces and even try hatching a dino baby in an
egg!
Exploring Through Music & Movement- In this camp your child will learn the wonderful benefits of
having fun with music and movements. They will enjoy scavenger hunts, obstacle course and so much
more. Everyday will be a party to celebrate while dancing and singing to their favorite songs.
Traveling through Art- Your child will be traveling back in time to learn about different techniques
taught by some of the best artist in history. They will learn many various ways of creating art while
putting together their own master pieces.

